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Budgetary Divisions of the_p.ame, Forestation and Parks Commission, their 
Activities and Production for the Year 1951. 
Commission: 
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commissioners comprise the official 
body responsible by law for over-all administration and general policy, including 
planning and checking of projects and activity records of all Departnents and 
the employment of all pers9nnel in the advanced classifications. 
The Commission is composed of seven members appointed by the Governor for 
a five-year term; the terms being so staggered that no more than two new Com-
missioners are appointed in any one year. No more than four Commissioners may 
be of the same political party and no Commissioner may succeed himself by 
immediate reappointment. Commissioners receive no salary for their services, 
other than reimbursement for actual expenses and per diem, when attending meet-
ings. All official meetings are held in the Commission offices on the ninth 
floor of the Stote Capitol Building at Lincoln. 
During the year 1951,·the Commission held eleven official meetings. In 
addition to the activities: indicated throughout the other budgetary divisions 
of this report, the Commission also realized the following accomplishments not 
reflected in the division reports: 
1. Established an unprecedented unity of thought and coopera-
tive action between all personnel and the Commission members. 
2. Developed a detailed coordinated policy manual for all 
divisions; thereby assigning in writing for the first time, 
the regular duties and responsibilities of each member of 
the Department, including Commissioners, as well as a unified 
policy procedure for the regular processing of routine pro-
jects and other activities between departments and between 
the Commission and the public in general. 
3. Established a more realistic salary schedule. 
4. Realized an all~tine high of production and activity 
records broken by the combined coordinated and accelerated 
work of all personnel in all divisions. 
The total expenditures assig:red to the Commission members through their 
official Deiartm:3nt activities for travel, subsistence and per diem in 1951 
is $3,191.33. 
Office: 
The office of the Commission, considered as 8 physical unit, provides 
working accommodations for all su:p3rvisors and their secretaries, as well as 
the Executive Secretary and all accounting and bookkeeping personnel. The office 
as a budgetary unit, however, inclu:les only the Executive Secretary, seven 
bookkeepers and one secretary. 
The Executive Secretary is tie administrative head of the organization, 
placing in operation the Commission projects and orders and reporting back the 
activities and progress in all divisions. The Executive Secretary is appointed 
by the members of the Commission for a term of six yeors. 
This di vision is responsible for the following actj.vi ties: 
1. Setting up of permit sale accounts over the State. At 
present there are 1140 accounts. 
2. Collection and depositing with the State Treasurer of all 
income. In 1951, $869,890.33 was collected from all inco:rre 
sources, excepting Legislative Park appropriation other 
than cash. 
3. Payment of all vouchers for all divisions. In 19511 
$1 1057,184.12 was paid out, including State Parks. 
Appropriate records are maintained in ail transactions and all records of 
the Commission's individual departments are audited eoch year by the office 
of the State Auditor and, when such transactions involve Federal-aid funds, by 
the auditors of the Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Total cost for the operntion of this budgetary division for 1951 was 
$36;401.CJ, including the salary of_ tpe Executive Secretary. 
Education and Information: 
This division is composed of foU:r members of the Commission's personnel--
a supervisor, an artist-exhibitor, a :secretary and circulo tion assistant. This 
division has been developed by the Commission for the purpose of attempting to 
furnish requested information to th~Jpublic 1 and more basically, the education 
of the people of Nebraska in sound ~.()nservation managerr.ent and adequate manage-
ment of wildlife. By developing anJnterest and appreciation of Nebraska's 
natural resources in the public mind) the Commission hopes to achieve a positive 
method of protection, conservation a~d enjoyment of present wildlife resources 
by the present generation and its petpetuation and development for future gen-
erations. :;· 
The following activities are reflected in the 1951 report of the education 
and information division: 
1. Prepared regular weekly news releases which were mailed to all 
Nebraska newspapers, wire services and radio stations. Other con-
servation departments throughqut the nation also received this ser-
vice. Special news coverage was made by the supervisor for all 
papers requesting such material and photographs on these special 
activities, including the deer season, as well as fishing and hunting 
seasons. Evidence of the increasing popularity of this service is in-
dicated by the Commissionf s file of 6,020 clippings from newspapers 
in 1950 compared to over 7,000 clippings in 1951. 
2. The Commission•s "Outdoor Nebraska" radio progrmn is announced by 
the Executive Secretary but production and mailing costs are charged 
to this division. Sixteen radio stations carried this progran in 
1951, without charge to the Cormnission. Costs of this service for 
1951 were $3,253.50 for the "cutting" and mailing of sixteen "platters" 
each week or a total of 832 programs for the year. In 1952 these 
costs will be reduced by a considerable amount by mailing parcel post 
instead of express and by sending a two-program "platter" every other 
week instead of one every week. The popularity of this program is 
indicated by high "Hooper Ratings"lfilere such ratings are taken. (See 
addendum for· stations and broadcast periods.) 
3. "Outdoor Nebraska" magazine is published quarterly by theAlommi.ssion 
through this di vision. This publicati.on of 28 pages reflects in detail 
the Commission's progress in all divisions, as well as important con-
servation and hunting and fishing news elsewhere in the Nation. This 
publication is available by subscription through the Cornmis si01. at 
Lincoln, one year for 50¢, two years for $1.00 or five years for $2.00. 
"Outdoor Nebraska" was also made available for ~he first time in 1951 
on public news stands at 15¢ per copy. Even greater improvement is 
planned for this publica M.on in 1952 with a larger pcge size, mll ti-
color cover, etc., but at the same pric:e. This publication is made 
available on a non-profit basis by the Commission. Evidence of the 
popularity as well as more efficient manDgement of subscriptions is 
reflected in the fact that $11 225.95 was realized from subscription 
sales in 1950 and $5,254.52. received in 1951. This publication 
formerly enjoyed practically free distribution, however, this policy 
has been changed in lieu of a more strict subscription basis. 
4. Public Service Programst This division is also responsible for 
the arranging of conservation and wildlife programs, when requested 
by groups over the State. All divisions of the Commission presented 
approximately 755 programs to Nebraska groups in 1951. These pro-
grams are of the following typesa 
a. Speakers in general or specialized fields of conservation, 
b. Moving pictures. 
1 Prairie Wings 
2 Yours Is The Land 
3 The Beaver 
4 Steady Now (dog training) 
5 Making of a Shooter 
6) Biography of a Fish 
(Note& New films will be added to this list in 1952.) 
c. Color slide tolks. 
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5& This division is also responsible for the preparotion or exhibits 
at the State Fair, the Omaha Sports Show and other local exhibits. 
6. The annual 4-H Club Conservation Camp is also directed by this 
division. Approxir.lltely sixty young people attended this camp at 
Seward in 1951. The 1952 camp will be held at Chcdron State Park 
in June. 
7. This division is also responsible for the preparation and mailing 
of all information bulletins including the following: 
a. Game law books 
b. Fishing regulations 
c. Hunting regulations 
d. Boating regulations 
e. Outdoor Nebraska ~ps 
r. State Park guide 
g. Farmer-Hunter Cooperation bulletin 
This division is further responsible for all individual photographic and 
exhibit collections for use throughout the Department and by the public. The 
total cost of all the above activities for the year 1952 was $32,404.66. 
Low Enforcement: 
The Commission's game law enforcement division is composed of twenty-five 
district wardens and one supervisor. This force rates high in comparison with 
other states and the Commission is proud of the caliber of its enforcement 
staff who are schooled in sound public relations, as well as modern enforcement 
techniques. All twenty-five districts were only filled o portion of the year 
due to a necessary training period for three replacements and two new officers. 
This incomplete staff, however~ succeeded in breaking mnny records in 1951. 
1. Arrests& In 1951 four hundred and forty-two (442) individuals were 
arrested, and or these fo'Ur hundred and forty (440) ware convicted. This 
establishes o nost remarkable record or 99.5% convictions which is surely 
a tribute to the quality of arrests being made, as well as the coopera-
tive attitude of most courts. 
2. Fines: Total fines for 1951 provided $6,693.00 to county school 
funds. Total costs $1, 738. 51 to county courts and · $4, 376 .50 to the 
Department in liquidated damages. (Notes Conservntion officers re-
ceive absolutely no money from arrests and are not promoted on the 
basis of number of arrests made.) 
3. Confiscations: 137 guns, 434 pieces of fur and 192 illegal 
devices were confiscated in 1951. All such confiscated articles are 
sold at public cuction, provided such articles are legal for sale 
and in a useoble condition from a safety standpoint. 
4. Complaints Investigated: 1,841. 
This division operated ot a total cost of $162,369.58 in 1951. {See adden-
dum for officer districts and further statistical informntion.) 
Fisheries: 
This tern, while acceptable in general discussion, does not reflect the 
true budgetary breakdown of the many related sub-categories of this division. 
The fisheries division is actually composed of the following budgetary divisions: 
1. Fisheries administration 
2. Fish research 
3. Fish purchase 
4. Fish salvage crews 
5. Gretna Ha tohery 
6. Velentine Hatchery 
7. Rock Creek Hatchery 
8. North Platte Hatchery 
Space does not permit a true description of all of the activities of each 
of these interesting sub-divisions, however, a paragraph in general on each 
division is appropriate to this report. 
1. Fisheries Administration: This division represents the administrative 
phase responsible for all other phases of fisheries management. Personnel 
in this division includes a supervisor and his secretory. This division 
is responsible for the planning and direction of all fishing activities, 
as well as the promulgation of qugges~ed fishing regulations for the 
Commission, and.is constantly. s~riving, not particularly to stock more 
fish, but actually fewer small fish and greater numbers of large fish. 
This division is.also responsibie for 220 commercial fishing permits 
and 23 private fish hatchery petmits. The total cost for all phases of 
this administration in 1951 w~s $9,927.58. 
2. Fish Salvage and Distributions This crew is comprised·of one superin-
tendent; two foremen and six erew members and is locoted at North Platte 
and is assigned the rugged work of seining under the ice in winter for 
"rough fish", such as carp, b\lffalo and quillback. In the spring, this 
crew removes game fish from over-populated, under-fished lakes for stock-
ing over the State in more available waters. In the summer, the sal-
vaging of fish from drying po~ds and trapped flood waters is the all 
important work~ An undesireable phase of this crew's activities is the 
attempted salvage of bodies wheltl drowning accidents occur. This crew 
assisted in recovering operations for eight bodies in 1951. Production 
records of this division in 1951 include the seining of 69 lakes and 13 
canals and ditches for 11rough 11 'Qr salvage fish. This crew olso tt-apped 
9,353 odult catfish from the M:i;ssouri River for stocking in State waters. 
294,800 game fish were seined for stocking in fishing waters, 139,208 
pounds of rough fish were seined from Nebraska waters by this crew, 
or this, 53,449 pounds were st~cked upon public demand in poorer waters 
where good corp fishing is appreciated. 74,259 pounds were sold and 
11,500 pounds of unsuitable fish given away. In addition to regular 
activities outlined above, this crew also prepares most of its nets 
and maintains its own headquarters and equipment and furnishes trans-
portation for some hatcheries and State Fair exhibit fish specimens. 
Total cost of this division in 1951 was $51,186.06. 
3• Valentine Hatoheryt Located near Volentine, Nebraska, this hatchery 
is used primarily for the propagation of "worm water" game fish. Per-
sonnel at this hatchery include the superintendent, one foreman and one 
fish culturist. Production records for this division reflect 5821340 
fish stocked by this hatchery, including 126,608 trout provided through 
the cooperation of the Fish and Wildlife Service and their hatchery at 
Crawford. This is a commendable record as it reflects a more than 
1501000 increase over fish produced in 1950. This hatchery rGflects 
a total cost of $181741.11 in 1951. 
4. North Platte Hatcherys Located near the city of the same name is · 
the Commission's newest hatchery and is considered to be the largest 
walleyed pike hotchery in the world. It was completed at o total cost 
of $684,269.47. The last segment of this construction hos just been 
completed by the addition of twenty new ponds, each with separate wnter 
supply and draining systems. This, of course, points to an all tine 
record production in 1952. Fron a pike production stnndpoint, 1951 was 
a disappointing yeor due to the fact thv.t the usual sources of eggs 
failed to supply the eggs ordered nnd, since notification was received 
too late for orders elsewhere, the Fish and Wildlife Service cooperated 
by furnishing 200,009 fry black bass from Oklllhornn. .As a result, this 
hatchery produced 100,200 pike and 236,200 other warm water game fish. 
Arrangements are now crystallized ngainst failure of egg orders by 
multiple source orders, as well os experimental work on taking pike 
eggs in Nebraska. Total costs for this hatc~ry in 1951 were $69,378.44, 
a figure which will be Inllterially reduced in the future since completion 
of construction. 
5. ftock Creek Hatchery and Benkelman Sub-Station: Locoted near Perks, 
Nebrasko, this hatchery is the most costly of all the hatcheries to operate 
due to its production specialty of rainbow trout. This hatchery, be-
cause of the specialized production, requires large quantities of beef 
liver which, although classified as tlinedible" is still costly in the 
large quantity necessary for feed. While this hatchery takes consider-
able eggs from its own "spawners", the Fish and Wildlife Service coorerates 
in supplying large numbers of eggs from its Federal hatcheries. This 
division is operated by a superintendent, one foreman BJl~~e fish 
oul turists. In 1951, this hatchery produced a totol of 258, 730 fish 
for stocking in public waters in Nebraska. This mtchery is also 
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experimenting with the propegation of ebout 5,000 lake trout, which will 
soon be stocked in Lake Mcconaughy. The total cost reflected by this 
hatchery in 1951 is $39,351.23, including considerable property improve-
ment work. 
6. Gretnn Hatchery: Thie is the oldest of the Nebraska hatcheries and 
is a favorite picnic spot. of eostern Nebraska. This is a "warm wnter" 
hatchery and specializes in the difficult propagation of channel cat-
fish. This hatchery is operated by one superintendent and two fish cultur~ 
ists, and in 1951 came to the front of the record breQKCrs uy stocking 
a total of 240,750 fish, of which 182,100 were cotfish, as compared to 
the 1950 production of 4,800 catfish which, of' course, represented a 
very poor yenr. In addition to this production, this hntchery main-
tains a large picnic area and }:Erticipctes in considerable fish 
salvage work in eastern Nebraska. A ooninendable amount of property 
improvement was accomplished on this cren in 1951. Totnl costs for 
1951 were $15,288.30. 
7. Fishery Research& In order to r.iore effectively understand some of 
the rnnny biological problems pertinent to fish :mcnoger.ient, the Commission 
er.i.ploys a qualified fishery biologist and an assistant quartered in a 
newly completed ond well equipped fishery laboratory in Lincoln. 
Activities end studies appropriete to this division are as follows: 
a. Exaronation of lakes ond farm ponds prior to recommending 
stocking. 
b. Study of fish food ht::lbits in relation to growth. 
e. Analysis of fish disease factors. 
d. Experimental plants for proper habitat for fish. 
e. Construction and location of fish shelters for experimental 
studies in rejuvenating habitat areas in lakes and reservoirs 
where definite loss of such fishery values hcve been experienced. 
t. Lake development plans in relotion to requirenents for 
fishery management. 
g. Public relation programs appropriate to fishery mnnager.ient 
and its problems. 
h. Review of published fishery rBseoroh inforr.£1 ti on pertinent 
to Nebraska. 
This division operated at o total cost of $6 1470.53 in 1951. 
In conclusion of this report of Commission activities in 1951 appropriate 
to fisheries, it should be noted at this poj_nt thnt the totfll number of fish 
stocked in the State each year is becoming sr.ialler each yca:i."'. This is due 
to the fact that in the pnst, while larger numbers of fish were indicated as 
being stocked, the r.iajority were "fry" or fish just from thG egg, which gives 
impressive stocking records but the survival of this type of stocking is so 
low thot such figures are meaningless. The Oor.unission the pnst ten years or 
more hos been shifting from the stocking of 11fry" to the stocking of at least 
fingerling size. This, of course, requires holding in ponds, feeding and 
management, but results in etooking totals not as ir.lpressive as "fry" fish 
stocking. Proceeding even further, the Cornnission is now attempting to hold 
more fish over a longer period with the resultant stocking of fewer finger-
lings, but for more adults or near adults with assurance of survival. This 
is reflected in the fact that in 1940, the fishery division stocked 4,142,000 
fish; 273,000 of which were adults. In 195', fish stocked numbered 2,089,900 
of which 4381000 were adults and in 1951 a total of 1,722,500 fish were 
stocked of which 465,700 were adults. In general, adult fish are stocked where 
fishing pressures do not permit smaller fish a:iequate growing periods. The 
Commission is appreciative of the generous cooperation of the u.s. Fish and 
Wildlife Service hatchery at Crawford which stocks all adult trout propagated 
in this Hatchery ond ID£lny fingorlings in Nobrnskn wators. (Sec oddendUXJ. 
for fish stocking records .• ) 
This is a newly created operational area which has come into being because 
of the greotly increasing land management areas under the jurisdiction of the 
Commission; such os new lake areas," public shooting grounds and the many new 
large reservoir oreas being developed. In the past, each division managed its 
own land within its obligations. This resulted in fish specialists, game 
specialists and park specialists all managing land areas with the obvious lack 
of time and training for sound conservaM.on soil management end uniform leasing 
and cropping procedur.os. In answer to this problem, this operotional area hos 
been formulated sj_nce July 1, 19511 and is now in the act of unifying all leases; 
involving grazing, crop and soil management, according to sound soil, water a~d 
wildlife policies. The following distinct budgetary divisions fall within this 
generalized administrative area: 
1. Land management administration 
2. Land mnnagement crews 
3. Arbor Lodge P~rk 
4. Chadron P~rk· 
5. Victoria Springs Perk 
6. Stolley Perk 
7. Niobrara Park 
8. Ponca Pork 
9. Ft. Kearny Park 
1. Land Monagement Administration: This division is composed of a 
supervisor, o legal counsel and a stenographer. This personnel was 
responsible for the setting up of o unified leasing procedure and land-
use assignment on all properties. It was further assigned the respon-
sibility for land acquisition on the newly acquired Grove Lake area near 
Royal, Nebraska, on the headwaters of tho Verdigre, where a very fine 
potential lake site hos been purchased in the name of the State and the 
Commission. This division hos also had the administrative responsibility 
for setting up od~~nistrative and operational procedures for State main-
tenance and operation of the several Republicnn River Reservoirs. Nebr-
aska hos led oll other states in assuming operational responsibilities in 
land and lake management on these reservoirs through the combined coopera-
tive efforts of the Reclamation Bureau, the Fish end Wildlife Service, 
the National Park Servioe ond to a degree the u.s. Corps of Engineers. 
This operational policy has been developed by tho Commission to confirm 
the basic platform of retaining authority of such areas at the State 
level insofar as it is practiool. This division is at present meeting 
the problem of continuance of its properties under school land classi-
fication, even though forced by law to enter into competitive open 
public bidding at public sale. In oddition to the new reservoir areas, 
this division now has three other new lcke areas under its supervision 
after construction by the Commission's construction crew: Atkinson Lake 
on the Elkhorn near Atkinson; Hull Lake near Butte; and Smith Lake mar 
Rushville. Another comparatively new area is worthy of mention. Sac-
ramento game :manage~ent area and public shooting grounds located south 
of Holdrege is worthy of on inspection trlp by passing visitors. This 
area, composed of over 2300 acres, is being developed by every soil and 
and game r.ianagement techniq~e k~own to date. Wire fences have been re-
placed with living multif'lc:rn -rose fences and game hnbi tat areas of oll 
types have been plantetlo Crc-1p land is being developed according to 
recommendations of the Soil Conservation Service, and plans are being 
made for the perpetuation of permanent water levels in the duck msrsh 
which covers o lorge central portion of the area. Thls oreo, through 
these management techniques, is providing top pheasant and migratory 
waterfowl hunting for the public, Half of the areo is maintained as 
an inviolate refuge and the other oo lf is a vailo ble to the public for 
free hunting. This area wos purc~sed with the aid of Pittman-Robertson 
funds. Total expenditures for this division in 1951--$11,952.90. 
2, Land Management Field Crews: This crew, which fulfills the orders 
of the administrative division, is actually not a new crew but instead 
the former forestry crew. Their assignments include the monthly main-
tenance of the forty-two recreation grounds, which hos been more than a 
difficult assignment due to two factors. One, the increased rainfall 
which has greatly occelerated growth of vegetation on the areas and the 
second, an unexplainable serious incrense in human depredation on such 
areas. Every wildlife club and individual reading this report is be-
seached in no small degree to inaugurate a local project to motivate the 
public to appreciate and protect to a far greater extent public property 
and the property of others. This division includes one superintendent, 
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two foremen and eleven crewnen. One of the foremen is in charge of the 
land mr.nogement operotions on Medicine Creek, Enders and Swanson Reser-
voirs and it is this representative, in this particular area, who should 
be contacted on all cabin a~d concession leases on ~nese reservoirs. In 
general, the major problems of this crew are increasingly difficult due 
to the pressure of nmintennnce on recreation grounds through n greatly 
accelerated use and proportionate abuse. Total expeuscs of this crew 
for 1951 were $11,930067. 
3. Arbor Lodge State Park--Nebraslro City: The lovely hoMe and grounds 
of J. Sterling Morton is.now the property of the State and is maintained 
and operated by this division with one superintendent and tenparory labor. 
Mointenance, tree planting and core are the rnojor responsibilities at 
this Park. Considerable;repair work was coMpleted on the mansion and 
insect pests called for Ei great deal of tree spraying. An estini.ated 
26,000 visitors enjoyed ~rbor Lodge this year. Total expenditures by 
this division in 1951--$~,667.42. 
4. Chadron Stnte Park--Chadrons General r.mintenance ond operations, 
along with a fine attendance, made 1951 a busy ye or. New concrete steps 
were built to the modern cobins, floors refinished in all such cabins, 
a new shop constructed, new furnace installed, tho natural swimming 
pool was reModeled and a garage constructed for the new fire truck 
furnished through the cooperation of the Soil Conservation Service. This 
Park is maintainGd by one superintendent and two assistants, along with 
some temporory labor. Estimated visitors for the year are 58,700. 
Total expense--$29,722.76. 
5. Victoria Springs State Park--Anselmo: One superintendent and an 
assistant :maintained this Park in 1951 at a total expense of $7,397.78. 
Activities involved chiefly ~~intononce of tho nrea for the public, 
including reshingling of the residence, restoration of tho ball 
diamond and grading of roods. Esti~nted visitors for the year--9,900. 
6. Stolley·state Park--Grand Islands Ground main,ennnoe· and sor.ie 
property improvement, such as painting, guard rails, oross fencing 
and deer pen construction added to tho duties of the personnel at this 
Park, in addition to providing facilities for 29,000 v:i.si~ors. Total 
expenditures for 1951--$7,239.43. 
7. Niobrara State Park--Niobrara: The superintendent and his assistant 
were busy providing aocommodntions for an estirmted 84,000 visitors, in 
addition to new siding on the barracks, new shop and dyke repair. Total 
expenditures in 1951--$14,407.31. 
8. Ponca State Park--Poncas An enlorgement of the picnic areo, new 
refrigerator unit and general ~nintenance for 42,000 visitors provided 
more thon enough work nssignr.J.ont for tho superintendent and his assist-
ant at this P~rk in 1951 at a total expenditure of $12,882.27. 
9. Fort Kearny State Pork--Kenrney: No per~Dnent personnel at this 
area and, therefore, no statistics availnble. This area has been 
fenced and is ~nintained os a picnic area. 
Construction and Engineering: 
This operational area is divided into three budgetary divisions: 
1. Construction-engineering ~dministrotion 
2. Construction-engineering field crews 
3. Supply Depot 
1. Construction-Engineering Administration: This division, compcsad-,of 
o supervisor and his stenographer, was previously a part of the over-all 
Lands and Waters division which was separated for the reasons explained 
under the Land Management headings. All construction and repair projects 
are now referred to this supervisor for preliminary estimates and ultimate 
construction. Considering all parks, game farm, hatcheries, lakes, 
recreation grounds, refuges and public hunting areas, tho property repair 
and improvement, dam and dyke repair flnd construction and engineering 
survey work require the best in administrative personnel. The :r.iajor 
activities of this adMinistrctive division is reflected in the results 
obtldned by its field and survey crews as reported in the next sub-
division. Total expenditures for this division in 1951 were $14,493.87. 
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2. Construction-Engineering F:iild Crews: This division, composed of one 
superintendent, one surveyor, two foremen and eight field men, along with 
temporary labor nnd contracted assistcnce, eccor.iplished the following 
mnjor projects, in addition tQ.all types of lesser repair projects: 
The conpletion of twenty new r~aring ponds at North Platte Hatchery, 
including pipe line, concrete ~attles and dirt fills. The twenty old 
ponds were remodeled in additipn to the new area. This project in-
volved the moving of 140,000 cubic yards of dirt, the laying or 4,700 
feet of 611 to 10" woter main, 2,3.86 feet of 18" to 24" drain pipe and 
380 cubic yards of concrete fo~ oprons and kettles. At the recreation 
grounds near Alexandria, 35,000 cubic yards of earth was moved in the 
construction of a new lake ot this point. At Meriphis, Nebraska, the 
State Lake wos drained and the long northwest dyke raised three feet 
and mde three times its original thi.ckness. A chllnnel on this side 
was dug 75 feet wide and 3,400 jeet long in order to provide a better 
fishing area. The eost area will next be dredged ond then the Lake 
will be filled. At Crystal Loke neor South Sioux C:i.ty, two new beaches 
were pumped in this area from a trench in the Lake 16 feet deep and 70 
feet wide, Recreation facilitios were also provided in this area. At 
Lcke Quinnebaugh, an umerwater· trench wos pumped to improve fishery 
potentials. At Atkinson, Willow, Bowman and Ravenna Lakes, major repair 
work was accomplished to protect the lakes. Similar repair was necessary 
to protect Niobrara State Park trom breaks in the river dykes. Consid-
erable new equipment was provided this year for this division in order 
to more effectively complete the large major construction and engineer-
ing assignments. Total expenditures for this division in 1951 --
$1481596.64. 
3. Supply Depots This building located just east of the south entrance 
of the Fair Grounds is used for a combination shop, supply base, research 
laboratories and offices. In this construction division, only the shop 
and supply portions of the building will be considered. The shop is 
responsible for much of the small car~ntry assignments from outdoor 
toilets to office cabinets, etc. This area is also the operational 
base for the construction crew and all equipment is stored at this 
point. The supply portion of this division purchases all supplies in 
mass quantities through the State Purchasing Agent and stocks them until 
requisitioned by the various divisional headquarters over the State. 
Perpetual inventory is maintained at all times and the supply items are 
carried on a separate revolving fund apart from the depot expense, which 
in 1951 totaled $71 519.26. All requisitions for the entire Department 
are handled through the administrative supervisor of this overall division. 
This is the last of the six large rmjor divisions of the Commission's 
departments, but obviously, one of the most important. Included under the general 
game division classification are the following sub-divisions: 
1. Game Administration 
2. Game Farm 
3. State Trapping Crew 
4. Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid 
a. Upland Game Investigations and Laboratory 
b. Furbearers Investigations 
c. Migratory Waterfowl Investigations 
d. Habitat Development 
1. Game Administrations This division is composed of the supervisor and 
his stenographer and has the responsibility of the supervision of the 
above sub-divisions, the issuance of all types of permits pertinent to 
game, as well as n!lintaining a constant check on all game populations 
and the formulation of census procedures and preliminary recormnendations 
prior to the setting of seasons by the Commission. Results of the overall 
progress is reflected in the simple fact that, with a more than doubled 
hunting pressure, seasons are generous on all the usual hunted species 
and, in addition, in recent years, seasons have been successfully adminis-
tered on quail, prairie chicken, sharptail grouse and deer. Detailed 
reports available from the supervisor reflect very good carry over on 
all species for the 1952 season, providing spring nesting conditions--
particularly weather--are compatible with the requirements of a successful 
hatch. The third consecutive deer season in the northwestern counties 
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resulted in the harvest of 708 deer by 1200 perihittees. The administration 
of the deer drawing itSE;llf is a major undertaking, having had 7808 appli-
cations last season. Blizzard conditions this last season restricted 
hunters considerably, ye,t '.the percentage of successful applicants-59%--
is considered most sa tis.:fEfotory. Very commendable ltlnchor-hunter relations 
and a complete absence Qf :·accidents for the third cv ... 1secutive season makes 
Nebraska seasons on deer'·outstanding. This situation is motivated in part 
by the fact that this division sends a series of personal letters to each 
successful applicant, exP.laining in detail the need and methods of success-
ful public relations and'_-ijunting safety. This division is also responsible 
for the Wildcat Hills BigYGame Refuge for buffalo and elk, and also inaug-
urated the plans and proc).qdures for the Sacramento Public Shooting Area, 
previously described unde~ Land Management. 1951 costs for administration 
of all phases of game man~gement in this category were $21,416.87. 
:; 
2. Game Farm: This divi~ion is responsible for the Commission's game 
farm at Norfolk, Nebraskai This division steps to the foreground among 
the 1951 record ~reakers With a total record production of 20,099 pheasants. 
This record was possible •nly through the cooperation of sponsoring organi-
zations who managed boost.~r units over the State, where four-week old 
pheasants were raised to ffiaturity by local wildlife clubs and interested 
individuals. This type of unselfish cooperation, outside the official 
Commission departments, i~ wort}\y of great commendation as an example of 
what mutual cooperation c~n accomplish. (See addendum for cooperating 
units.) Total costs of this division for 1951 were $49 1330.14. Plans 
are at present being crystallized for a modern new combination game farm 
and experimental station on the site of the previously described Sacramento 
area. 
3. State Trapping Crew: Only one man is at present used in this division 
to assist in beaver and some coyote control on the Department's land areas, 
as well as counsel to farmers having similar problems, In 1951, one 
hundred and seventy-five beaver dams were removed and seventy beaver were 
taken. Two hundred and fifty-four muskrats, two mink and five raccoon 
were taken on State areas. Considerable dynamite activities assisting 
other Commission divisions were provid~d by this division. 
4. Pittman-Robertson Federal Aida The following briefly described divisions 
are under the supervision of the Game Supervisor, but are classified as 
Pittman-Robertson Federal Aid Projects. These projects are financed 
through the collection of an excise tax on guns and annunition, \.Jhich 
in turn is proportioned back to the states by the Federal Government, 
in proportion to the area of the State and the hunting permits sold. 
These funds are available to the states in the proportionate amo'Unts for 
approved projects beneficial to upland game, migratory waterfowl and fu.r-
bearing animals, providing the State is able to provide funds for the 
total expenditures involved, with subsequent reimbursement to the State 
from the Federal funds in the amount of 75%. Dingell-Johnson Federal 
Aid funds are available !'!'om a similar tax on fishing equipment for 
appropriate fishery projects; such as, the Royal Lake site purchase 
previously described. Pittman-Robertson projects for 1951 are as 
follows a 
a. Upland Game Investigations and Laboratory: Nebraska ts wildlife 
survey and investigation program has two major objectives. The 
first is to get a basic information concerning the various species 
to that management can proceed on a factual basis. The other 
is to conduct annual or seasonal inventories or surveys upon 
species supplying most of the State's hunting and trapping take. 
Such infortnation is·obtained by the following techniques: 
1. Deer browse investigations. 
2. Checking stations for deer hunters and their take. 
3. Field studies on populations, range conditions, etc. 
4. Summary work by cooperating rural mail carriers, conser-
vation officers and cooperating wildlife reporters. 
5. Laboratory analysis of food habits of all types of game 
by stomach analysis. 
This division is also preparing a comprehensive pheasant bulletin 
covering the complete known factual information on Nebraska pheasants, 
and is supervising a similar bulletin on summaries of food habit 
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studies on the coyote. Total costs of this division with its chief 
biologist, laboratory biologist and temporary field assistants for 
1951 totaled $111250.91. \ 
b. Furbearer Investigations: During the past year, work has been 
primarily a continuation of detailed field studies of the muskrat 
in the sand hill region o! the State. These studies have involved 
the following phases of pC>Bsible muskrat management and research 
based upon the handling of several thousand carcasses and pelts 
during the year, and obserV'ations of countless live animals. 
1. Live trapping and tagging of several hundred animals. 
2. Mating activities and productivity. 
3 • Effects of predators• 
4. Types of disease~ 
5. Effect of over-population in relation to predators and 
disease. 
6. Quality of pelts~ methods of improving through manage-
ment, correct pe[ting periods and pelting methods. 
7. Food habits and ~ovements of muskrats. 
s. Effect of grazin,g on muskrat areas. 
9. Population trends. 
10. Ditch blasting to improve habitat. 
Total cost of the project for 1951 was $6,276.67. 
c. Migratory Waterfowl: This sub-division is composed of a full-time 
biologist and a p;irt-time assistant. This project was established 
as an aid to the Fish and Wildlife Service, as well as the Commission 
in analysing all conditions pertinent to migratory waterfowl. This 
information is not only invaluable to the State, but aids the Fish 
and Wildlife Service to assemble similar information from all states 
and compile such national and international flyway information 
useful to all agencies interested in the perpetuation and manage-
ment of migratory waterfowl. Typical investigations and work 
assignments of this division are briefly summarized as follows: 
1. Study of migration routes. 
2. Effects of floods and land management operations on ducks 
and nesting success. 
3. Inventory of wintering and breeding populations. 
4. Analysis of breeding conditions. 
5. Examination of ducks during hunting seasons, including 
sex, age, condition, etc. 
6. Banding operations, involving the trapping and banding 
of 2783 ducks. 
7. Analysis and investigation of any reports of disease 
factors or lead poisoning. 
This is a relatively new project but it is now furnishing a great deal 
of necessary information on duck activity and management, which is 
very important to the Central Flyway area. This division operated at 
a total cost of $9,597.49 in 1951. 
d. Habitat Development: This division has been developed by the 
Commission in recognition of the fact that, after a given species 
of game is successfully established in a given area, the degree of 
numerical increase no longer depends upon additional stocking of 
the same species but rather upon the improvement of "living conditions" 
for that species. A natural, thick, food producing, protective 
brushy cover has been found the most effective tool in accomplishing 
such improved "living conditionsn. In order to assure the planting 
and perpetuation of such cover areas, the Commission has developed 
this habitat development project which has resulted in the planting 
of 2,519,764 shrubs and trees on farms of Nebraska since the pro-
jects first inception. In general this division is composed of six 
crews with three men to a crew. The project leader and his assistant 
choose the areas to be planted with the aid of the local Soil Con-
servation Service supervisors. The areas va-ry from three to five 
acres, usually poorer land types, and are fenced and planted without 
charge to the farmer, who cultivates the plantings after the first 
year. In 1951, these crews planted 161 acres and, in addition, 
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planted five and one-half miles of shelter belt and two and one-half 
miles of rose hedge on th,e Sacramento area. The new potential game 
farm site of a half' section of lan.d was planted to wind breaks. 
These crews planted a total of 690,348 trees and shrubs in 19511 of 
which 373,358 were the new "living fence" rosa multiflora. In 
addition to these record breaking totals, this division furnished 
146,ooo rose and 10,400 other trees and shrubs to the Soil Con-
servation Service for cover areas in the quail areas of Nebraska. 
These crews have been working in forty-five counties, chiefly in 
the eastern half of NebraskaJ however, a new crew has been 
assigned to Kimball, Cheyenne and Deuel Counties and still further 
expansion is expected the next year. Expenditures for this 
division for 1951 totaled $1191014.920 
It is impossible in a report of this type to adequately describe 
accomplishments and overall conditions pertinent to each of the n:any 
game and fur species, however, further detailed information is avail-
able from the supervisor of this division regarding any pirticular 
game species• 
General Informationt 
The following pages are devoted to general itemized and statistical infer-
mation for those who are interested. 
DEPARTMENTAL CASH INCOME 
~ ~ Permit Sales Federal Aid Cash from P~ 
1940 $ 236,794.33 $ 225,846.12 $ 6,513.74 $ 4,434.47 
1941 275,178.55 244,364.33 24,594.43 6,219.79 
1942 298,694,94 254,588.64 38,542.13 5,564.17 
1943 258,489.09 230,742.29 21,307.90 6,438.90 
1944 319,644.65 308,134.76 4,414.22 7,095.67 
1945 379,757.67 365,045.90 6,562.88 8,148.89 
1946 571,783.97 553,119.64 8,131.76 10,532.57 
1947 459,065.98 421,969.24 24,836.09 12,260.65 
1948 650,621.87 501,366.98 133,399.55 15,855.34 
1949 757,902.42 480,964.18 260,796.04 16,142.20 
1950 774,076.04 652,733.54 104,558.78 16,783.72 
1951 869,890.33 740,245.36 113,558.51 16,086.46 
It is interesting to observe that, in spite of this tremendous increase of 
fishing and hunting pressures, satisfactory take is being experienced and, in 
addition, several additional species of fish and game are now available through 
legal open seasons. 
County 
Cherry 
Holt 
Garden 
Custer 
Rock 
Brown 
Dawes 
Keith 
Morrill 
Cheyenne 
Kimball 
Box Butte 
Sheridan 
TOTA IS 
*Estimated 
1951 PHEASANI' RELEA~ 
Gama Farm 
Breeders 
602 
280 
21 
287 
1190 
Booster 
Unit 
1245 
1145 
114 
280 
572 
391 
293 
426 
500* 
610 
341 
1080 
6997 
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Gan:e 
Farm 
2030 
1350 
150 
709 
600 
450 
300 
600 
750 
750 
420 
1200 
9309 
Total 
3877 
2775 
285 
287 
989' 
1172 
841 
593 
1026 
1250 
1360 
761 
2280 
17496 
NEBRASKA GAME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS 
DISTRICT NO. 1 
Hnrold Hummel 
Route 1 
Fairbury, Nebraska 
DISTRICT NO. 2 
Herbert B. Kennedy; M.D. 
WOW Life Insurance Soc. 
1708 Fornon Street 
O:rnnho 2, Nebroskn 
DISTRICT NO. 3 
Lynn D. Hutton 
Norfolk 
Nebraska 
DISTRICT NO. It 
w. o. Baldwin 
Hebron 
Nebraska 
DISTRICT NO. 2 
B. Frank Butler 
Cambridge 
Ne bro ska 
DISTRICT NO. 6 
Fronk J. Brady 
Atkinson 
Nebraska 
DISTRICT NO. 7 
Jock H. Lowe 
Sidney 
Nebraska 
Cnsa 
Gcg0 
Jefferson 
Johnson 
Butler 
Colfax 
Dodge 
Antelope 
Boo no 
Burt 
Cedor 
Cuming 
Dakota 
Adams 
Buffnlo 
Cloy 
Fillmore 
Chase 
Dowson 
Dundy 
Frontier 
Arthur 
Bloioo 
Boyd 
Brown 
Cherry 
Custer 
Banner 
Box Butte 
Cheyenne 
Dcwos 
Counties 
Lnncnster 
Ne:rnn:in 
Otoe 
Pawnee 
Douglas 
Sarpy 
Dixon 
Greeley 
Howord 
Knox 
Mn dis on 
Merrick 
Nonce 
Fronklin 
Holl 
Hamilton 
Kearney 
Nuckolls 
Furnas 
Gosper 
Hitchcock 
Hnrlan 
Hayes 
Gnrfield 
Grant 
Holt 
Hooker 
Keith 
Keya Paha 
Logan 
Deuel 
Gorden 
Kimball 
Richnrdson 
So line 
Seward 
Saunders 
Wnshington 
Pierce 
Platte 
Stnnton 
Thurston 
Woyne 
Wheeler 
Polk 
Thoyer 
Webster 
York 
Lincoln 
Perkins 
Phelps 
Red Willow 
Loup 
McPherson 
Rock 
Sherrr.an 
Thornns 
Valley 
Morrill 
Scotts Blurr 
Sheridon 
Sioux 
After September 6, 1952, Frank Button of Ogallala will replace Frank Brady 
in District 6 and Bennett Davis of Omaha will replace Dr. Herbert Kennedy in 
District 2. 
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GAME, FORESTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION 
BMPLOYEES -• 1951 
Office 
Office 
Off ice 
Office 
Of fioe 
Office 
Office 
DIVISION 
Education & Informotion 
Education & Information 
Educotion & Information 
Education & Information 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Fisheries 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction~ngineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-E:.:1gineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
NAME OF EMPLOYEE 
Paul T. Gilbert 
Lau De 11 ~UJX>lci 
Louise E. Lucos 
Ella Nora Wallace 
Ruth Bassett 
Lucille M. Kerr 
Jeon Ann Hruska 
Richard Schaffer 
Lois Fenthor 
Lee Brinkhoff 
c. G. Pritchard 
Glen R. Foster 
Lucille Brazil 
Water Kiener 
Elm.er Carlson 
Paul Todd 
Lloyd Winkleman 
Victor Matousek 
Jerome Molek 
Emil Nieman 
Henry P. Bruhn 
Victor Forney 
George Hnlsey 
Norbert J. Kompsnider 
Gerhard Lenz 
Gilbert Dell 
John J. Deloske 
Jack Mendenhall 
Jim Gray 
Jesse Jones 
H. c. Howard 
Frank Sleight 
William J. Rhodes 
Frank Weiss 
Charles Blank 
Elvin Bray 
Gerald Plucker 
Raymond Lawson 
Eugene H. Boker 
Virginia Sack 
Marvin Wanek 
Earl A. Harrison 
Richard Wickert 
Herbert Bucknell 
T. G. Neill 
Lewis Klein 
Tony Krebsbaok 
John Cameron 
Lloyd John Herbst 
Paul H. Meyer 
Floyd c. Nobbe 
Stanley Bryant 
Bernard J. Rohde 
Everett c. Updegraff 
Frank Roost 
Ernest P. Stockfleth 
Ernest E. Gibbs 
Merl E. Johnson 
Glenn Hill 
Harlow Lee Walter 
Howard Johanson 
Gordon G. Howard 
Cecil Beauchamp 
Fred Howard Smith 
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TI TIE 
-
Executive Sec'y. 
Steno. Clerk 
Accounting Clerk 
Accounting Clerk 
Accounting elerk 
Steno• Clerk 
Steno. Clerk 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Steno. Clerk 
Senior Specialist 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Senior Specialist 
Apprentice Laborer 
Sup·l;, S•in~~ Crew 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Hatchery Supt. 
Skilled Laborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Hatehery supt. 
Fore?l'lln 
Skilled Laborer 
Hatchery Supt. 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Hatchery Supt. 
Foreman 
Skilled Laborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Skilled Laborer 
Surveyor 
Superintendent 
Forennn 
Skilled La borer 
roraioan 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Skilled Le.borer 
Foreman 
Skilled Ieborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Iaborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Construction-Engineering 
Game 
Gome 
Garre 
Game 
Gnme 
fond Management 
Land Monagem;int 
Land Manegcmont 
Land Management 
Land Management 
Land Management 
Land Management 
Land Management 
IBnd Management 
!Dnd Mnnagement 
Land Monogement 
Lmid Monagement 
Land Manogement 
Land Management 
Land Mnnagement 
Lond Monagement 
Land Management 
Lsnd Management 
Land Management 
Land Management 
Land Management 
Lend Management 
Land Monagemont 
Land Management 
Land Monogement 
Land Mv.nagement 
Land M:l nagemen~ 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pitt:rnan-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pitt:mon~Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittm:in-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittman-Robertson 
Pittrnan-Robertso~ 
Law Enforcement 
Law Enforcement 
Dist. No. Name 
Jomes w. Kinney, Jr. 
Chet Flock 
Harold J. Worrell 
Lloyd P. Vence 
Jean Marie Clark 
s. E. Ling 
Or den E • Allen 
Harold J. Miner 
Jock Strain 
Wonda Lee Bott 
Ccrl Peterson 
John J. Tooley 
Edward M. Cassell 
Lem Hewitt 
Daniel s. Chilcott 
William Olien 
B. J. Miller 
Stanley R. Hilty 
Corl L. Lorrlen 
Jackie Eugene Berry 
Clarence Cleovelond 
Gust Junior Nun 
Ashley T. Conger 
Alfred Uhing 
Dallas M. Johnson 
C. o. Williams 
Christopher Dobson 
H. E. Jones 
A. Alfred Lubken 
Paul Heil 
Gront McNeel 
L. M. Snodgrnss 
Irene Goff 
Vernon Hower 
George Mcrkhofer 
Morjorie Houchin 
Levi Mohler 
John Henry Snthor 
George Schildman 
Harvey Miller 
James l~ger 
Jeck Stuart 
Wade Iilmor 
Gelvin 04 Snmpson 
Roy Godwin 
Chnrles Stenstrom 
Elwin E ~ Hnll 
Jnmes Mccole 
Alvin Mntthes 
William Eral 
John L~ Ferry 
William Zimmer 
Erdman Leu 
Frank J, Wel:Jer 
Jorry Lindley 
Byron Lee W~ll~nn 
Mnrvin Goodwin Nelson 
Herman IO.eke 
Ira Glasser 
William R. eunninghom 
Marilyn Nichelson 
Conservation Officers 
Address 
l L. J. Cunningham fD6 Fourth Street 
Crawford 
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Apprentice Laborer 
Skilled Lcborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Supt. Game Farm 
Foreman 
Trapper 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Legal Counsel 
Superintendent 
Foreman 
Foreman 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Caretaker 
Caretaker 
Skilled Laborer 
Supt. Victoria Springs 
Caretaker 
Supt. Niobrara P~rk 
Apprentice Lnborer 
Supt. Ponca Perk 
Supt. Arbor Lodge 
Supt. Chadron P~.rk 
Apprentice Loborer 
Apprentice Lllborer 
Supt. Stolley Park 
~ccoun~ing Clerk 
Project Leader 
Senior Specielist 
Junior Specialist 
Junior Specialist 
Project Leader 
Foror'lon 
Se~ior Specialist 
Foreman 
Forerian 
Foreman 
Foremrin 
Foreman 
Skilled Laborer 
Skilled I.nborer 
Apprentice I.cborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Lnborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Apprentice Laborer 
Skilled Laborer 
Foreman 
Supervisor 
Steno. Clerk 
Counties 
Sioux--North half 
Dawes 
2 Edmund H. Greving Box 221 Sheridan 
Rushville Garden--North holf 
Cherry--West half 
Gront 
3 Allen G. McCorroll Cody Cherry--East hnlf 
Hooker 
Thomas 
4 w. J. Ahern Box 232 Keyo Paha 
Bos sett Brown 
Rock 
5 John Donald Green 119 W. Clay Boyd 
O'Neill Holt 
Knox 
6 Rnlph Von Dane Box 141 Cedar 
Hartington Dixon 
Dokoto 
Thurston 
7 George Weidman Box 83 Sioux--South half 
Gering Scotts Bluff 
Banner 
Kimball 
8 Joseph P. Ulrich Box 1382 Box Butte 
601 K Street Morrill 
Bridgeport Cheyenne 
9 Yule Dorwart Box 343 Blaine 
Sargent Loup 
Garfield 
Custer--North half 
Volley 
10 M. L. Burney· Box 143 .Antelope 
Neligh Wheeler 
Boone 
Greeley 
11 Robert E. Benson 1007 Nebr. .Avenue Pierce 
Norfolk ¥nyne 
Mn dis on 
Stanton 
Cuming 
12 Richard Wolkow 2586 Ida Street Burt 
Omnha Washington 
Douglas 
13 Loron Bunney Box 675 Garden-South half 
Ogallala .Arthur 
Deuel 
Keith 
Perkins 
14 Lee Jensen McCabe Hotel McPherson 
North Platte Logan 
Lincoln 
15 H, Burman Guyer 1212 N. Washington Custer--South hnlf 
Lexington Sherman 
Dews on 
Buffalo 
16 .Art 0. Edmunds Box 388 Nance 
Grand Island Howard 
Merrick 
Holl 
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17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
c. w. Shaffer BQ.X 202 
Columbus 
Vernon Woodgate Box 403 
946 E. Military 
Fremont 
H. Lee Bowers Benkelman 
William G. Schultz 1109 East Second 
McCook 
Sam Grasmick Box 375 
505 E. Hawthorne 
Minden 
Edward Bosak Foirfield 
Roy Owen Box 288 
Crete 
Bernard Patton 
John Harpham 
3325 Vnn Dorn 
Lincoln 2 
924 Morton Street 
Falls City 
NEBRASKA RADIO STATIONS 
carrying 
Gars Commission Broadcast 
Platte 
Polk 
York 
Hamilton 
dolf ax 
Dodge 
Butler 
Saunders 
Chase 
Hayes 
num:r 
Hitchcock 
Frontier 
Gosper 
Red Willow 
Furnas 
Phelps 
Kearney 
Hnrlan 
Franklin 
Adams 
Cloy 
Webster 
Nuckolls 
Fillmore 
Saline 
Thoyer 
Jefferson 
Gage-West half 
Seward 
Lancaster 
Se.rpy 
Cass 
Otoe 
Gage--Ea st ho lf 
Johnson 
Nemaha 
Pawnee 
Richardson 
KWBE --- Beatrioe, Nebraska ------------ 6145 P.M. --- Friday ---- 1450 kc 
KXXX --- Colby, Kansas ----------------- 9145 P.M. --- Sunday ----- 790 kc 
KCNI --- Broken Bow, Nebraska ---------- 11:00 A.M. --- Snturday --- 1490 kc 
KCOW --- Alliance, Nebraska ------------ 7:15 P.M. --- ~onday ----- 1400 kc 
KGFW --- Kearney, Nebraska ------------- 11:45 .A.M. --- Saturday --- 1340 kc 
KJSK --- Columbus, Nebraska _______ ,.:.____ 3:30 P.M. --- Saturday -- 900 kc 
KMMJ --- Grand Island, Nebraska -------- 10:45 A.M. --- Snturday --- 750 kc 
KBRL --- McCook, Nebraska -------------- lt30 P.M. --- Sunday ----- 1450 kc 
KFOR --- Lincoln, Nebraska ------------- 5:15 P.M. --- Saturday --- 1240 kc 
WJAG --- Norfolk, Nebraska ------------- 8:30 A.M. --- Sunday ----- 780 kc 
KODY --- North Platte, Nebraska -------- 4:30 P.M. --- Snturday --- 1240 kc 
KOLT --- Scottsbluff, Nebraslm --------- 2:15 P.M. --- Sunday ----- 1320 kc 
KRVN --- Lexington, Nebraska ----------- 8130 A.M. --- Scturday --- 1010 kc 
WOW --- Omaha, Nebraska --------------- 10s45 P.M. --- Saturday --- 590 kc 
KFGT --- Fremont, Nebraska ------------- 9:15 P.M. --- Monday ----- 1340 kc 
KBON --- Omaha, Nebraska --------------- 9:30 P.M. --- Saturday --- 1490 kc 
KHAS --- Hastings, Nebraska ------------ 5:00 P.M. --- Saturday ---
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1951 PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES 
(The 1951 records are not complete becnuse o small percentage of the permit 
accounts hove not made their finnl remittonce for 1951 as yet.) 
Resident Resident Resident Non-resident Non-resident 10-Day 
County Fish Hunt Hun"b & Fish Hunt Fish Fish 
$1.50 $1.50 $2.50 $3.00 
Adams 2,200 2,800 2,245 106 4 34 
Ant$lope 1,035 512 874 11 2 14 
Arthur 99 31 57 1 1 12 
Bonner 26 25 26 
Blaine 138 76 166 9 
Boone 349 592 405 15 2 
Box Butte 1,771 400 1,274 8 4 42 
Boyd 438 167 279 2 7 9 
Brown 808 334 714 15 3 59 
Buffalo 2,283 2,135 2,533 132 3 47 
Burt 596 782 1,115 10 3 
Butler 588 719 844 4 1 
Cass 1,057 1,042 1,015 30 15 
Cedar 378 998 491 47 2 
Chase 488 547 759 38 10 30 
Cherry 102 401 856 98 29 112 
Cheyenne 1,733 726 888 37 32 38 
Clay 386 867 107 73 1 14 
Colfax 695 978 942 19 1 3 
Cuming 762 781 878 13 2 2 
Custer 1,271 1,740 1,778 87 6 23 
Dakota 532 887 317 166 19 17 
Dawes 1,430 494 879 6 17 65 
Dawson 2,290 1,942 2,216 72 11 156 
Deuel 537 222 373 37 104 335 
Dixon 243 618 361 13 
Dodge 2,771 2,111 2,170 40 6 69 
Dougles 16,628 16,754 10,390 279 23 42 
Dundy 362 421 498 98 480 295 
Fillmore 541 954 998 90 6 
Franklin 354 679 578 81 2 17 
Frontier 516 886 493 20 2 15 
Furnas 955 814 1,390 132 36 137 
Gage 1,488 2,040 1,877 88 4 38 
Garden 808 327 578 56 91 459 
Garfield 318 247 397 13 5 
Gosper 293 50 150 2 21 109 
Grant 161 117 160 5 7 
Greeley 271 531 393 34 5 
Hall 2,898 2,460 2,681 123 34 
Hamilton 376 681 457 17 
Harlan 408 522 568 143 19 36 
Hnyes 105 151 134 5 1 
Hitchcock 502 521 650 46 41 88 
Hooker 190 69 146 10 
Holt 1,636 655 1,395 16 62 
Howard 577 417 630 24 1 4 
Jefferson 960 1,131 1,031 59 11 35 
Johnson 362 599 592 3 2 
Keorney 286 678 483 40 9 
Keith 1,934 744 1,640 82 279 1,913 
Keye Paha 169 70 87 1 2 1 
Kimball 525 304 271 20 93 21 
Knox 875 843 914 6 7 
Lancaster 7,542 7,785 6,122 273 15 36 
Lincoln 3,728 2,565 3,090 119 21 276 
Logan 61 86 102 3 1 3 
Loup 79 52 113 1 2 
McPherson 36 30 55 2 
Madison 2,084 1,925 2,150 41 2 25 
Merrick 582 686 837 21 19 
Morrill 908 388 716 35 6 99 
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Nonce 378 426 438 4 1 2 
Nemaha 514 892 705 31 6 
Nuckolls 417 708 573 122 5 28 
Otoe 737 1,368 1,066 24 
Pawnee 440 356 467 25 2 
Perkins 435 490 450 33 31 52 
Phelps 761 918 1,053 118 49 
Pierce 556 715 660 11 1 1 
Platte 1,286 1,524 1,567 36 2 22 
Polk 528 480 668 8 7 
Red Willow 1,385 1,358 1,600 130 69 148 
Richardson 1,297 1,201 1,400 113 24 31 
Rook 353 163 426 12 1 18 
Saline 1,021 1,174 1,709 40 1 10 
Sarpy 370 637 401 4 1 2 
Saunders 952 1,095 1,082 18 6 
Scotts Bluff 3,660 l,314 2,565 34 86 139 
Seward 865 l,ooo 1,108 27 4 
Sheridan 1,289 526 881 6 15 60 
Sherman 439 526 434 43 7 
Sioux 157 55 115 34 20 
Stanton 379 276 424 3 
Thayer 520 987 830 244 4 25 
Thomas 207 30 233 6 1 18 
Thurston 301 423 220 5 
Valley 639 563 734 44 3 28 
Washington 516 832 566 5 3 
Wayne 305 557 368 5 
Webster 351 440 420 103 5 ll 
Wheeler 89 38 123 3 4 
York 850 1,043 1,059 57 4 
Out of State 505 490 238 
Totals 96,521 92,224 91,673 4,875 2,188 5,876 
NON-RESIDENT HUNTING IERMIT FEES 
1951 
Alobama------------------------$ 25.00 
Arizona------------------------ 20.00 
Arkansas----------------------- 15.00 
California--------------------- 25.00 
Colorado----------------------- 10.00 
Connecticut-------------------- 11.35 
Delaware----------------------- 15.50 
District of Columbia----------- 10.00 
Florido------------------------ 26.50 
Georgia------------------------ 20.25 
Idaho-------------------------- 20.00 
Illinois---------------~------- 15.00 
Indiana------------------------ 15.50 
Iowa--------------------------- 10.00 
Kansas-----------------~------- 10.00 
Kentucky----------------------- 15.50 
Louisiana---·-----------------• 25.00 
Maine--~-----~----------------- 10.25 
Maryland----------------------- 20.00 
Massachusetts------------------ 10.25 
Michigan----------------------- 15.00 
Minnesota---------------------- 25.00 
Mississippi-------------------- 25.25 
Missouri-----·----------------- 20.00 
Montana------------------------ 25.00 
Nevada--------------~---------- 10.00 
New Hampshire------------------ _15.25 
New Jersey--------------------- 15.50 
New Mexico--------------------- 15.00 
New York----------------------- 10.75 
North Cnrolina----------------- 15.75 
North Dakota------------------- 25.00 
Ohio----------~---~------------ 15.25 
.. 19_ 
Oklahoma-----------------------
Oregon-----------~~---...-~------
Pennsylvania-------------------
Rhode Island-----~-------------South Carolina---:._ ___________ _ 
South Dakota----~-------------
Tennessee----------------------
Texas-----------~~-~----~----~-­
Utah-~---~---~--~~--------~----
Vermont---------~~-------------
v. . . . 1rg1n1a--------~~-------------
Wa shington------~--------------
West Virginia---~~-------------
Wisconain-------:..-------------
Wyoming------~-...:.~-------------
15.00 
35.00 
20.00 
10.25 
15.25 
20.00 
10.00 
25.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.75 
15.00 
25.00 
25.00 
10.00 
NON RESIDEN~ FISHING PERMIT FEES 
1951 
Georgia------------------------$ 10.25 
South Carolina----------------- 10.50 
Oregon------------------------- 15.00 
All other states--------------- 10.00 
Ten-day------------------------ J.OO 
The following page reflects the fish stocked in Nebraska in 1951. It is 
realized that some individuals, not too familiar with fishery management, like to 
compare Commission activities on a proportion basis to counties selling the most 
permits. Fortunately.for the game and fish, as well as the people involved, the 
Commission manages their game and fish stocking assignments without thought of 
county lines, politics or personalities. In general, the following figures 
reflect larger numbers of fish stocked in western Nebraska, however, these fish 
are of smaller size and stocked in waters where they have the time and food 
conditions to mature, while in the east, the smaller stocking ratios represent 
for the most part adult or near adult sizes, due to the high fishing pressures 
in comparitively poor waters. This explanation is made only because of the 
knowledge that such questions arise. ·.Actually, the better hunting and fishing 
areas of our State are not adjacent to the cities of highest human population. 
Other than the acceptance of this fact, the excuse to ever draw arbitrary 
boundaries or promote sectional jealousies is not becoming a true sportsman 
of Nebraska, 
Actually the time will come in the history of fishery management when the 
public will cease to make constant insatiable demands for more and more fish 
stocking in areas where fish are already present. This will come, however, 
only when the facts can be presented to each fisherman who is inherently 
unyielding in his own convictions. These facts will be proven ultimately 
on the basis that most all waters of the State are overpopulated with fish 
at present, and that reduction in nU:mbers, rather than increasing such numbers 
by continual stocking, will result in the ulti~nte big fish supply so desired 
by the average fisherman. Such species as trout·and .. possibly walleyed pike 
and catfish may need to be continually stocked, however, most other species 
will be managed by other means than continual output. The fact remains that 
this prophecy of future management is yet preparative as far as public 
acceptance is concerned and, therefore, we have such stocking records as 
follows: 
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STOCKING TOThlS BY COUNTIES 
1951 
County Werm Cold 
.TuiQ1 
.Ado ms 3,300 
------
3,300 
Antelope 11,210 18,654 29,864 
Arthur 
-------
_ ...... ___ 
------Banner 251 
------
251 
Blaine 4,096 
-------
4,096 
Boone 15,000 3,000 18,000 
Box Butte 
------ ------
... _____ 
Boyd 3,867 
--------
3,867 
Brown 49,855 60,261 110,116 
Buffalo 42,804 
------
42,804 
Burt 1,200 
-------
1,200 
Butler 1,300 
-------
1,300 
Cass 9,055 2,808 11,863 
Cedar 
-------- ---.. -- ----- .. -Chase 89,126 30,352 119,478 
Cherry 181,079 60,555 241,634 
Cheyenne ___ _. __ 
-----... 
--.----
Clay 5,000 
------
s,ooo 
Colfax 3,584 
-------
3,584 
Cuming 4,080 
-------
4,080 
Custer 9,220 
------
9,220 
Dakota 23,697 
------
2.3,697 
Dawes 86,438 12,895 99,333 
Dawson 81,947 900 82,847 
Deuel 
----·-- ------ -------Dixon 
------- ------ ------Dodge 5,474 
------
5,474 
Douglas 17,188 ____ ._._ 17,188 
Dundy 46,132 9,809 55,941 
Fillmore 11,500 
----... -
11,500 
Franklin 200 
------
200 
Frontier 3,000 
------
3,000 
Furnas 550 
------
550 
Gage 6,965 
------
6,965 
Garden 2,903 15,596 18,499 
Garfield 
------
4,850 4,850 
Gosper 
------ ------ ------
Grant 9,890 
------
9,890 
Greeley 5,150 
------
5,150 
Hall 1,391 
-----
1,391 
Hamilton 10,000 
------
10,000 
Harlan 
------ ----- ----
Hayes 11,512' 600 12,112 
Hitchcock 5,200 
-----
5,200 
Holt 66,274 16,797 83,071 
Hooker 
-------- ------ ------
Howard 300 
------
300 
Jefferson 700 
--------
700 
Johnson 875 
------
875 
Kearney 12,000 
------
12,000 
Keith 62,889 32,815 95,704 
Keya Paha 3,354 500 3,854 
Kimball 50,977 3,000 53,977 
Knox 13,313 550 13,863 
Loncnster 14,945 
------
14,945 
Lincoln 121,308 4,509 125,817 
Logan 4,700 1,000 5,700 
Loup 
------ ------ -----
McPherson 8,280 
------
8,280 
Madison 4,850 4,850 9,700 
Merrick 3,000 
------
3,000 
Morrill 16,052 3,700 19,752 
Nance 700 
------
700 
Nemnha 10,185 
------
10,185 
Nuckolls 
------- ------ ------
._"}, 
Otoe 13,150 __ ..,_ ... _ 
Pawnee 2,100 
------Perkins 
------ ------Phelps 3,266 
------Pierce 4,772 
------Plctte 4,600 
------Polk 5,750 
.. -----Red Willow 1,615 1,000 
Richordson 19,125 
------Rock 31,386 
------Saline 2,550 
-------Sarpy 1,875 200 
Saunders 1,850 
------Scotts Bluff 52,425 15,401 
Seward 3,235 
------Sheridon 39,177 34,900 
Sherman 600 _..., ___ 
Sioux 
------
2,600 
Stanton 400 
-------Thayer 
------ ------Thomas 800 
------Thurston 
------ ------Valley 2,725 
__ .. ___ 
Washington 
-----... - ------Wayne 4,950 
------Webster 
------
1,750 
Wheeler 16,ooo 1,500 
York 1,250 
------
Totals 1,371,467 .345,352 
179,602 ----- Trout stocked in Nebrnska from Federal Hntcherios. 
11400 ----- Federal applications filled with State fish. 
3, 115 ----- Federn 1 fish s tocked on Feder a 1 applications. 
92,638 ----- pounds carp stocked. 
EXPENDITURE SUMMARIZATION 
13,150 
2,100 
-------
3,266 
4,772 
4,600 
5,750 
2,615 
19,125 
31,386 
2,550 
2,075 
1,850 
67,826 
3,235 
74,077 
600 
2,600 
400 
------800 
-----2,725 
------
4,950 
1,750 
17,500 
1,250 
1,716,819 
This preceding report of the various divisions under the Commission has 
listed the total expenditures for each division in 1951. These may be summarized 
as follows: 
Off ice 
Information 
Commission 
Law Enforcement 
Fisheries 
.Administration 
Research 
Purobase 
Salvage 
Gretna Hatchery 
Valentine Hatchery 
North Platte Hatchery 
Rock Creek Hatchery 
Dingell-Johnson 
Construction-Engineering 
Administration 
Crews 
Supply Depot 
Revolving Fund 
Land Management 
Administration 
Crevs 
Arbor Lodge State Park 
Chadron State Park 
Victoria Springs State Park 
Stolley State Park 
Niobrara State Park 
Ponca State Park 
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$ 36,401.03 
32,404.66 
3,191.33 
162,369.58 
9,927.58 
6,470.53 
782.80 
51,186.06 
15,288.30 
18,741.11 
69,378.44 
39,351.23 
41,811.51 
141493.87 
148,596.64 
7,519.26 
5,554.94 
11,952.90 
81,317.07 
9,667.42 
29,722.76 
7,397.78 
7,239.43 
14,407.31 
12,882.37 
Game 
Administration 
Game Farm 
State Trapper 
Pittman-Robertson 
Upland Game Investigations & Lab. 
Furbearer Investigations 
Migratory Waterfowl Investigations 
Habitat Development 
$ 21,416.87 
49,330.14 
7,015.17 
11,250.91 
6,276.67 
9,597.49 
119,014.92 
The above cost figures represent total costs and do not take into considera-
tion the cash revenue received through the several divisions. Because of the 
fact that all used equipment and surplus property items must be sold outright 
instead of traded on new equipment, the above cost totals reflect the total 
cost of new equipment. The revenue obtained from the sale of used equipment 
and from sources of revenue within the various divisions, is worthy of mention, 
excluding the usual permit income; and Legislative Park appropriation. Actually, 
in private business, these special revenue sources would be credited to the 
appropriate division, however, because of the exigencies of the overall account-
ing system used, these amounts are placed in the Commission's general budget fund 
for reallocation to all divisions in proportion to the needs of such divisions. 
The special income sources other than permit income and parks are as follows a 
SPECIAL INCOME SOURCES 
Land Rentals and Crop Returns 
Concessions 
Sale of Carp 
Sale of Guns and other Confiscated items 
Liquidated Damages as Assessed by Court 
Sale of Used Equipment 
Outdoor Nebraska Subscriptions and Sales 
Hides and Furs 
Total Cash InaJme Sources for 1951: 
Gane Fund (Above miscellaneous items as well as 
permit sales, etc.) 
Federal Aid Funds 
State Parks cash 
Total 1951 Cash 
$ 11,359.89 
282.50 
3,306.79 
3,564.50 
3,360.00 
20,835.42 
5,332.64 
1,913.85 
740,245.36 
113,558.51 
16,086,46 
$869,890.33 
The Legislative park appropriation is not included as a cash item and is 
considered in the budget as a fiscal account. 
This department of the State is approved by the LegisJature to operate on 
a strictly business basis. When cash income is great, far more accomplishments 
are realized for the public benefit. When permit sales and other items realize 
a recession, so,toq do all activities benefiting public outdoor recreation needs. 
REAL PROPERTIBS 
42 Lakes and Recreation Qrounds 
6 Hatcheries 
4 Public Shooting Grounds 
3 Big Game Refuges and Shooting Grounds 
3 Bird Refuges 
7 State Parks 
1 Big Game Refuge 
VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT 
41 Cars 
76 Trucks 
23 Tractors 
1 Six-inch Gravel Pump 
1 Inboard Patrol Boat 
1 Inboard Work Boat 
1 Aeroplane 
60 Srna 11 Boa ts 
1 Dragline 
2 Caterpillars 
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DEfARTMENT PAYROLL 
December 1951 
Full-time Employees --- 150 Total Wage Payment --- $34,889.00 
Salary Range Average Wage 
Position Title No. Salary Schedule Monthly Monthly 
Executive Secretary 1 
Supervisors 6 
Legal Counsel 1 
Superintendents 11 
Foreman 20 
Skilled Labor 17 
Apprentice Labor 42 
Cons. Officers 25 
Project Leaders 2 
Senior Specialists 4 
Stenographic Ass'ts. 14 
Caretakers 3 
Trapper l 
Surveyor 1 
Jr. Specialists 2 
Page 
O'Neill 
Emmet 
Bassett 
Ainsworth 
Wood Lake 
Valentine 
Cody 
Gordon 
Rushville 
Chadron 
Alliance 
Bridgeport 
Lewellen 
Ogallala 
Bushnell 
Kimball 
Dix 
Sidney 
Set by Comm. 500.00 
300 - 400 340 - 400 
370.00 
250 ~ 320 250 - 320 
250 - 290 250 .. , 290 
225ci00 225.00 
180 - 200 180 -· 200 
~80 - 275 180 ... 275 
300.00 300.00 
290.00 290.00 
135 - 235 150 - 225 
~-- 100 - 130 
--
260.00 
--
290.00 
250.00 250.00 
··---------
PHEASANT BOOSTER UNITS 
Repr,~s enta ti ve 
R. A. Snell 
Francis Montgomery 
Homer Mullen 
c·liff' Turpin 
A. D. Austin 
George 0 1Halloran 
Harold Jordan 
Mr. Stotts 
Bill Davis 
Bill Hewitt 
Don Berlie 
Floyd Stone· 
Lee Golden 
Bump Cooper 
w. E. Craig 
Tex Chandler 
Leo O'Hare 
Mr. Moore 
.. - - - - -- - -
RECORD BREAKERS 
1951 
500.00 
370.00 
370.00 
3l4.55 
261.00 
225.00 
187.86 
237.36 
300.00 
290.00 
175.36 
ll8.33 
260.00 
290.00 
250.00 
This year has been outstanding in the history of Nebraska game management. 
A great many records were broken by the Commission in their overall State 
activities through their Depart100nt personnel. 
Only a few of the major records are1 
1. Greatest number of lakes, hatchery ponds and other construction 
projects ever completed in one year. 
2. Greatest number of adult fish ever stocked in Nebraska waters. 
3. Greatest number of pheasants stocked from the game farm production in 
recent years. 
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4. Greatest income for a single year in the history of the Departnent 
with a proportionate record of hunters and fishermen in the field. 
5. Greatest number of species of fish and game permitted in the legal 
take of hunters and fishermen since the inauguration of the Commission. 
This record has held for two years. 
6. Best safety record' on deer hunts of' any State. 
7. One of the highest;percentage take records of deer of any State. 
8. Most complete game census in the history of the Commission. 
9. Most complete unification and coordination of Commissioners, Commission 
personnel and wildlife cooperators yet established in Nebraska. 
10. The mca t complete cooperation yet enjoyed by the Commission between 
the Department and the organized wildlife clubs of Nebraska. 
11. Greatest number of 'habitat areas and trees and shrubs yet planted in 
Nebraska for this purpose. 
12. Greatest number of ducks ever banded in Nebraska. 
13. The first complete unification of leasing procedures and land-use 
practices on all Commission areas with proportionate record income from 
such. 
144 Greatest number of public areas ever maintained for the public by 
Department crews. 
15. Greatest known park attendance. 
16. Completion of the largest walleyed pike hatchery in the world. 
17, Greatest fish improvement program to date. 
18. Greatest number of press releases ever used from this Department by 
local newspapers over the State. 
19. Greatest number of radio stations ever to carry the Outdoor Nebraska 
program. 
20. Greatest list of subscribers to Outdoor Nebraska magazine. 
21. Greatest number of public programs ever presented by the Department. 
22. Highest percentage of convictions to arrests ever realized in 
Nebraska or most any other State or Federal law enforce:rrent agency. 
23. One of the most effective developed and managed public shooting 
areas in the middle west for upland gnme and migratory waterfowl. 
24. Completion of the first wildlife recreation memorandum of understanding 
between this Department and related Federal agencies. 
25. Inauguration of one of the first cooperatively planned and State-
managed Federal reservoirs. 
CONCLUSION 
While the Commission and its personnel are proud of this record year in 
1951, we are all humble in the realization of the serious need for a still 
greater application of' tireless effort on the part of this Department and all 
wildlife cooperators, if we are to maintain our hold upon sustained wildlife 
populations and outdoor public recreation facilities in the face of a relentless 
spread of civilization and its many negative forces incompatible with the basic 
laws of nature. 
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It is hoped that this report, prepared with the indispensible aid of the 
supervisors, will be an incentive to become better acquainted with the 
Commission's activities and the need for eooperative suggestions, unified 
understanding and a fluidity of mind, which will permit the acceptance of 
new procedures am philosophies which will permit sM.11 greater benefits 
through a deeper understanding of nature and her bountiful assets available 
to those who are willing to understand and cooperate. 
Res:p3ctfully submitted in the nan-e of the Game, Forestation and Parks 
Commission, 
.--~·--·-.......,_ 
( -----· ) ---1· . . ·;. 
-- . .· .. ,+/- / 
' t I I., . 
_/,l a.. j/ _..! --"~ -·' . -· 
By --
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Paul T. Gilbert 
Executive Secretary 
